This work deals with a numerical method for solving a mean-field type control problem with congestion. It is the continuation of an article by the same authors, in which suitably defined weak solutions of the system of partial differential equations arising from the model were discussed and existence and uniqueness were proved. Here, the focus is put on numerical methods: a monotone finite difference scheme is proposed and shown to have a variational interpretation. Then an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers for solving the variational problem is addressed. It is based on an augmented Lagrangian. Two kinds of boundary conditions are considered: periodic conditions and more realistic boundary conditions associated to state constrained problems. Various test cases and numerical results are presented.
Introduction
In the recent years, an important research activity has been devoted to the study of stochastic differential games with a large number of players. In their pioneering articles [25, 26, 27] , J-M. Lasry and P-L. Lions have introduced the notion of mean field games, sometimes refered to as MFGs for short, which describe the asymptotic behavior of stochastic differential games (Nash equilibria) as the number N of players tends to infinity. In such models, it is assumed that the agents are all identical and that an individual agent can hardly influence the outcome of the game. Moreover, each individual strategy is influenced by some averages of functions of the states of the other agents. In the limit when N → +∞, a given agent feels the presence of the other agents through the statistical distribution of the states. Since perturbations of a single agent's strategy does not influence the statistical distribution of the states, the latter acts as a parameter in the control problem to be solved by each agent. Another kind of asymptotic regime is obtained by assuming that all the agents use the same distributed feedback strategy and by passing to the limit as N → ∞ before optimizing the common feedback. Given a common feedback strategy, the asymptotics are given by McKean-Vlasov theory, see [30, 35] : the dynamics of a given agent is found by solving a stochastic differential equation whose coefficients depend on a mean field, namely the statistical distribution of the states, which may also affect the objective function. Since the feedback strategy is common to all agents, perturbations of the latter affect the mean field. Then, having each player optimize its objective function amounts to solving a control problem driven by McKean-Vlasov dynamics. The latter is named control of McKean-Vlasov dynamics by R. Carmona and F. Delarue [18, 17] and mean field type control by A. Bensoussan et al, [13, 14] . When the dynamics of the players are independent stochastic processes, both mean field games and control of McKean-Vlasov dynamics naturally lead to a system of coupled partial differential equations, a forward Kolmogorov equation and a backward Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation. For mean field games, the latter system has been studied by Lasry and Lions in [25, 26, 27] . Besides, many important aspects of the mathematical theory on MFGs developed by the same authors are not published in journals or books, but can be found in the videos of the lectures of P-L. Lions at Collège de France: see the web site of Collège de France, [28] . One can also see [23] for a brief survey. The analysis of the system of partial differential equations arising
Model and assumptions
The model considered in the present work leads to the following system of partial differential equations: ∂u ∂t (t, x) + ν∆u(t, x) + H(x, m(t, x), Du(t, x)) + m(t, x) ∂H ∂m (x, m(t, x), Du(t, x)) = 0, (1.1) ∂m ∂t (t, x) − ν∆m(t, x) + div m(t, ·) ∂H ∂p (·, m(t, ·), Du(t, ·)) (x) = 0, (1.2) with the initial and terminal conditions m(0, x) = m 0 (x) and u(T, x) = u T (x).
(1.3) Remark 1. For the implementation (see § 2.5), we will restrict ourselves to the first order system, i.e. we will take ν = 0. The method can be extended to second order system by using suitable multilevel preconditioners for solving the fourth order systems of linear equations which arise in this case, see [10] .
Standing assumptions. We now list the assumptions on the Hamiltonian H, the initial and terminal conditions m 0 and u T . These conditions are supposed to hold in all what follows.
H1
The Hamiltonian H : with 1 < β ≤ 2 and 0 ≤ α < 1, and where is continuous cost function that will be discussed below. It is clear that H is concave with respect to p. Calling β * the conjugate exponent of β, i.e. β * = β/(β − 1), it is useful to note that H(x, m, p) = inf Hereafter, we shall always make the convention that mH(x, m, p) = 0 if m = 0.
H2 (conditions on the cost ) The function : T d × R + → R is continuous with respect to both variables and continuously differentiable with respect to m if m > 0. We also assume that m → m (x, m) is strictly convex, and that there exist q > 1 and two positive constants C 1 and C 2 such that 1 H3 We assume that β ≥ q * .
H4 (initial and terminal conditions) We assume that m 0 is of class C 1 on T d , that u T is of class C 2 on T d and that m 0 > 0 and T d m 0 (x)dx = 1. H5 ν is a non negative real number.
A heuristic justification of (1.1)-(1.3)
Consider a probability space (Ω, T , P) and a filtration F t generated by a D-dimensional standard Wiener process (W t ) and the stochastic process (X t ) t∈[0,T ] in R d , adapted to F t , which solves the stochastic differential equation dX t = ξ t dt + ν dW t ∀t ∈ [0, T ], (1.12) given the initial state X 0 , which is a random variable F 0 -measurable, whose probability density is m 0 , and a bounded stochastic process ξ t adapted to F t (the control). More precisely, we will take ξ t = v(t, X t ), (1.13) where v(t, ·) is a continuous function on T d . As explained in [14] , page 13, if the feedback function v is smooth enough, then the probability distribution m t of X t has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, m v (t, ·) ∈ P ∩L 1 (T d ) for all t, and m v is solution of the Fokker-Planck equation ∂m v ∂t (t, x) − ν∆m(t, x) + div m v (t, ·)v(t, ·) (x) = 0, (1.14)
for t ∈ (0, T ] and x ∈ T d , with the initial condition
We define the objective function
The goal is to minimize J (v) subject to (1.14) and (1.15). Following A. Bensoussan, J. Frehse and P. Yam in [14] , it can be seen that if there exists a smooth feedback function v
and (m v * , u) solve (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). The condition m > 0 is necessary for the equation (1.1) to be defined pointwise.
The issue with the latter argument is that we do not know how to guarantee a priori that m will not vanish in some region of (0, T ) × T d . In [7] , we proposed a theory of weak solutions of (1.1)-(1.3), in order to cope with the cases when m may vanish.
Two optimization problems
Let us recall the two optimization problems and the notations that we introduced in [7] . The first optimization is described as follows. Consider the set K 0 :
where For the second optimization problem, we consider the set K 1 :
where the boundary value problem is satisfied in the sense of distributions. We also define 
Since L is bounded from below,
Then, the second problem is: inf To give a meaning to the second integral in (1.24), we define w(t, x) = z(t,x) m(t,x) if m(t, x) > 0 and w(t, x) = 0 otherwise. From (1.6) and (1.8), we see that
In that case, the boundary value problem in (1.20) can be rewritten as follows:
and we can use Lemma 3.1 in [16] in order to obtain the following:
, z(t, x))dxdt < +∞, then the map t → m(t) for t ∈ (0, T ) and t → m 0 for t < 0 is Hölder continuous a.e. for the weak * topology of P(T d ).
Lemma 2 implies that the measure m(t) is defined for all t, so the second integral in (1.24) has a meaning. In [7] the following result has been proven.
Lemma 3.
The two problems A and B are in duality, in the sense that:
(1.27)
Moreover the latter minimum is achieved by a unique (m * , z
The proof is based on the following observations: firstly, using the Fenchel-Moreau theorem, see e.g. [34] , problem A can be written: sup 28) where the functional F and χ T are defined on
and Λ is the linear operator Λ :
Secondly, problem B can be written
where E * 1 is the topological dual of E 1 i.e. the set of Radon measures (m, z)
0 is the dual space of E 0 , the operator Λ * : E * 1 → E * 0 is the adjoint of Λ. The maps F * and G * are the Legendre-Fenchel conjugates of F and G. The conclusion of the proof then relies on Fenchel-Rockafellar duality theorem, see [34] . To design our Augmented Lagrangian algorithm, we will introduce discrete counterparts of problems A and B, and also of the operators F, G, Λ, F * , G * and Λ * .
2 Numerical scheme in the periodic setting
Discretization
In the sequel, R + = [0, +∞), and for any x ∈ R, x + = max(x, 0), x − = max(0, −x) are respectively the positive and the negative parts of x. We focus on the two-dimensional case, i.e. d = 2. Let T 2 h be a uniform grid on the unit two-dimensional torus with mesh step h such that 1/h is an integer N h . We note by x i,j the point in T 2 h of coordinates (ih, jh), where i, j are understood modulo N h if needed. For a positive integer N T , consider ∆t = T /N T and t n = n∆t, n = 0, . . . , N T . We note N = (N T + 1)N 2 h the total number of points in the space-time grid. It will sometimes be convenient to also use N = N T N 2 h . A grid function f is a family of real numbers (f n i,j ) for n ∈ {0, . . . , N T } and i, j ∈ {0, . . . , N h − 1}. In the periodic setting, we agree that f
For any positive integer K and any f, g ∈ R KN , we define
and we use a similar definition for vectors in R KN . When the space of interest is clear from the context, we use the notations ., . 2 and ||.|| 2 . The scalar product in R 2 will be noted by u · v. The discrete versions of the data are m
We also introduce the one sided finite differences: for any φ ∈ R
We let [∇ h φ] i,j be the collection of the four possible one sided finite differences at x i,j :
and ∆ h be the discrete Laplacian, defined by
Finally, for any (φ n ) n∈{0,...,N T } ∈ R N T , consider the discrete time derivative:
The discrete Hamiltonian is the form
Although H h does not depend explicitly on h, we use the index h to distinguish the discrete Hamiltonian from the original one, namely H. We see that H h has the following properties:
• monotonicity : H h (x, m, p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) is nondecreasing with respect to p 1 and p 3 , and nonincreasing with respect to p 2 and p 4
• consistency :
Apart from the dependency on m, the discrete Hamiltonian H h is constructed in the same way as in the finite difference schemes proposed in [4, 1] for mean field games. The properties stated above made it possible to prove existence and uniqueness (under some additional assumptions) for the solutions of the discrete problems in the MFGs'case, and to prove convergence to either classical or weak solutions see [3, 9] . The monotone character of the discrete Hamiltonian played a key role in all the latter results; this is precisely the reason why we prefer this kind of discrete Hamiltonian to the central schemes chosen in [12] . Note that a similar scheme was also used for MFGs with congestion, see [5] .
Discrete version of problem A h
We introduce the discrete version of problem (1.17):
where
We can formulate A h in terms of a convex problem as follows
(with the notation introduced above) and F h : R N → R ∪ {+∞} and G h : R 5N → R ∪ {+∞} are the two lower semi-continuous proper functions defined by: for all φ ∈ R N , for all (a, b, c,b,c) ∈ R 5N :
and
The dual version of problem A h
We will also need the dual version of problem A h . From (2.2), by Fenchel-Rockafellar theorem (see e.g. [34] , Corollary 31.2.1), we deduce that the dual problem of A h is:
3)
where G * h and F * h are respectively the Legendre-Fenchel conjugates of G h and F h , defined by: for all σ ∈ R 5N , all x ∈ T 2 h , and all µ ∈ R N ,
Finally Λ * h : R 5N → R N denotes the adjoint of Λ h , defined by: for all (m, y, z,ỹ,z) ∈ R 5N , and all φ ∈ R N :
where we used discrete integration by parts and the periodic boundary condition. Hence
if (m, y, z,ỹ,z) satisfies (2.6) (see below), +∞ otherwise,
Hence, the dual of problem A h takes the form:
subject to (2.6).
Let us now compute an equivalent expression forL h . We note DL h the domain where, for any
where the last equality holds by Fenchel-Moreau Theorem (note that for all
is convex and l.s.c.). From (2.8), we can expressL h (x, m, y, z,ỹ,z) as follows:
Augmented Lagrangian
Let us go back to the primal formulation of A h . Trying to directly find a minimum of (2.2) is difficult because φ is involved in both F h and G h . Instead, we can artificially separate the arguments of F h and G h , by introducing a new argument q of G h and adding the constraint that q = Λ h (φ). With this approach, the problem becomes
The Lagrangian corresponding to this constrained optimization problem is
where σ is the dual variable corresponding to the constraint in (2.9). Finding a minimizer of (2.9) is equivalent to finding a saddle-point of L h , so the goal is now to obtain (φ, q, σ) achieving inf
We are going to use an alternating direction algorithm based on an augmented Lagrangian. Augmented Lagrangian algorithms consist of adding a penalty term to the Lagrangian (whereas penalty methods add a penalty term to the objective), and solving a sequence of unconstrained optimization problems. They were first discussed in [24, 33] and later in [21] . We will see that, under appropriate assumptions, the algorithm produces a sequence that converges to the solution of the original constrained problem, for every choice of a positive penalty parameter. Therefore, unlike penalty methods, it is not necessary to have the penalty parameter tend to infinity in order to obtain the solution of the original constrained problem.
For r > 0, we introduce the augmented Lagrangian:
Note that the saddle-points of L h and L r h are the same (see e.g. [21] , [22] ). In the sequel, we propose an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) based on L r h .
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers for L r h
Assumption Hereafter, we take ν = 0. In other words, we focus on deterministic mean field type control problem. We have already explained in the introduction that it is possible to address the case ν > 0 with the same method, with some additional difficulties that are dealt with in [10] and that we do not wish to tackle in the present paper.
For general considerations on augmented Lagrangians and Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers, the reader is referred to [20] . The algorithm that we use is a variant of the algorithm referred to as ALG2 in [12] , a terminology used initially by Fortin and Glowinski in [21] , Chapter 3, Section 3, to distinguish between two possible alternating direction methods of multipliers (ADMM). As explained in [21] , Chapter 3, Remark 3.5, an iteration of ALG2 is cheaper than one iteration of the other algorithm, namely ALG1. This explains our choice of ALG2. The ADMM constructs a sequence of approximations of the solution, and each iteration is split into three steps. For simplicity, we will note q = (a, b, c,b,c) ∈ R 5N and σ = (m, y, z,ỹ,z) ∈ R 5N . Starting from an initial guess (φ 0 , q 0 , σ 0 ), we generate a sequence indexed by k ≥ 0:
, (2.12)
, (2.13)
14)
The first two equations are proximal problems, whereas the last one is an explicit update. The link between proximal problems, ADMM and augmented Lagrangians is well known (see for instance [31] , Section 4 of Chapter 4). We detail below how to implement this algorithm in our case. Updating φ and q will be done respectively by solving a boundary value problem involving a discrete version of partial differential equation for φ and by reducing the proximal problem for q to a single equation in R + (see (2.31)) at each grid node.
Remark 4.
As explained for instance in [19] , the augmented Lagrangian ADMM is a special case of the Douglas-Rachford splitting method for finding the zeros of the sum of two maximal monotone operators. As a consequence, the convergence of our ADMM algorithm holds since the following two conditions are satisfied (see Theorem 8 in [19] , following the contributions of [22, 29] ; see also Section 5 of Chapter 3 in [21] ).
1. Λ h has full column rank when it is considered on the space {φ ∈ R 5N : φ
Indeed, Λ h is a discrete time-space gradient operator, so it is injective over the space of functions with fixed final values.
2. There exists a pair (φ, σ) that satisfies the following primal-dual extremality relations:
where Λ * h is defined by (2.5) in Section 2.3, and ∂F h , ∂G h denote the subdifferentials of F h and G h . This is equivalent to the existence of a solution to the discrete problem, which can be obtained as in [2] , Section 3.1.
, and (2.14) means that σ k+1 ∈ ∂G h (q k+1 ) for every k. Furthermore, we see that
This explains why ALG2 gives consistent results even if the density vanishes, as already observed in [11] .
When k tends to +∞, Λ h (φ k ) and q k converge to the same limit. Moreover, the increment σ k+1 − σ k of the dual variable is the difference between these two terms (scaled by r). For the numerical convergence criteria, besides the error between Λ h (φ k ) and q k , we will use the 2 norm of the residuals of the discrete versions of the HJB equation, (see § 2.6). We now give some more details on the three different steps:
Step 1 : update of φ : To alleviate the notations, let us drop the superscript k and note in this step
We are therefore looking for φ ∈ R N satisfying:
If φ satisfies the first condition, then the second condition (2.15) can be written as follows:
By discrete integration by parts and periodicity, the right hand side can be written as follows:
We deduce that φ must satisfy the finite difference equation :
with periodic boundary conditions and the condition at t = 0:
Remark 5. The system (2.16)-(2.18) is the discrete version of a boundary value problem in (0, T ) × T 2 , involving a second order linear elliptic partial differential equation.
In our implementation, (2.16)-(2.18) is solved by using BiCGStab iterations, see [36] .
Step 2 : update of q = (a, b, c,b,c) : To alleviate the notations, let us note in this step φ = φ k+1 and
Then we are looking for q ∈ R 5N satisfying: 
This
Hence, by Fenchel-Moreau's theorem, for any q ∈ R 5 ,
Note that any maximizer σ = (µ, η, ζ,η,ζ) should be in DL h , that is, should satisfy either (µ, η, ζ,η,ζ) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), or µ > 0, η ≥ 0, ζ ≤ 0,η ≥ 0 andζ ≤ 0. Plugging this into (2.19) leads us to the following saddle-point problem:
inf
is concave in σ = (µ, η, ζ,η,ζ), and convex in q = (a, b, c,b,c). The following lemma allows us to swap the inf and the max in the expression above:
Proof. Let us show that Corollary 37.1.3 in [34] can be applied. For simplicity, we note
We first remark that U * (λ, θ) < +∞. Indeed,L h (x, 0) = 0 for all x, and we deduce that for any q,
, and the supremum over q of this last quantity is finite. Moreover U * (λ, θ) > −∞. Indeed, recall that from H2, for every
hence the supremum over q is also bounded from below by this last term, which is finite. Therefore, we can apply Corollary 37.1.3 of [34] and get the conclusion.
From Lemma 6, we obtain that the problem (2.20) is equivalent to
Considering the minimization, the first order optimality conditions give, for σ ∈ DL
Using
, which implicitly depends on the point (i, j, n) under consideration. Assume that the maximum is attained for some σ ∈ DL h \ {0}. Then, the first order conditions for the maximization give (noting Λ
h the p-th coordinate of Λ h , p ∈ {1, . . . , 5}):
We can therefore express η, ζ,η,ζ as functions of µ: let us define Σ(µ) = η 2 + ζ 2 +η 2 +ζ 2 and
Although Σ(µ) and χ(µ) depend on (i, j, n), we drop these indices for simplicity. Let us define P χ = {µ > 0 : χ(µ) ≥ 0}. From (2.23) we obtain that for any µ ∈ P χ ,
Using (2.29)-(2.30) and the definition of Σ, we find that µ ∈ P χ satisfies:
with Σ(µ) given by (2.28) and
Equation (2.31) involves only the unknown µ. Let us show that it admits at most one solution in P χ .
Lemma 7. The function Ξ is strictly increasing and P χ is a right-unbounded interval. There exists at most one solution of (2.31) in P χ .
Proof. For completeness we first study the function χ.
. We see that N > 0 since, from H2, µ → µ (x i,j , µ) is strictly convex. Therefore χ is a strictly increasing function. Moreover, from (1.8) and (1.9), χ(µ) → +∞ as µ → +∞. Thus, P χ is a right-unbounded interval. There exists at most one number µ 0 ∈ P χ such that χ(µ 0 ) = 0, and if it exists P χ = [µ 0 , +∞). We rewrite Ξ using (2.28):
with the notation Θ(µ) = χ(µ)
On the set P χ , χ ≥ 0 and Θ ≥ 0 with equality only at µ 0 if it exists; moreover χ > 0. Hence to obtain that Ξ > 0 on P χ \ {µ 0 } , it remains to show that the last term in Θ (µ) is nonnegative. For any µ ∈ P χ ,
Hence Ξ (µ) ≥ 0 with equality only at µ 0 if it exists. We conclude that there is at most one solution to (2.31) in P χ .
Our algorithm to solve (2.22) and find the maximizer of W in DL h is therefore as follows: Step 3 : update of σ = (m, y, z,ỹ,z) : The last step is simply :
It consists of a loop on all the nodes of the time-space grid.
Convergence criteria
At convergence of the ADMM, the grid functions (u n ) i,j and (m n ) i,j satisfy some discrete versions of (1.1)-(1.2) that will be written below (the discrete Bellman equation holds at the nodes where m is positive). The latter discrete equations are obtained by writing the optimality conditions for (2.2) and (2.3). They are reminiscent of the finite difference schemes used in [5] for MFG problems with congestion. Recall that since we study a mean field type control problem, (1.1) differs from the Bellman equation of the MFG system: it has an additional term involving the derivative of H w.r.t m. To study numerically the convergence of the ADMM, we may use the 2 norm of the residuals of the above mentionned discrete equations.
Discrete HJB equation. When ν = 0, the discrete version of the HJB equation (1.1) is obtained by applying the following semi-implicit Euler scheme: for n ∈ {0, . . . , N T − 1}, i, j ∈ {0, . . . , N h − 1},
At convergence of the ADMM, this equation holds at all the grid nodes where m n+1 i,j > 0.
Discrete transport operator. In order to approximate equation (1.2), we multiply the nonlinear term in (1.2) by a test -function w and integrate over Ω, as one would do when writing the weak formulation of (1.2):
in which m appears twice. By integration by parts (using the periodic boundary condition),
which will be approximated by
We define the transport operator T by
where we have doubled the m variable, to keep the notations used in [5] . This identity completely characterizes T i,j (u, m, m): for any point x i,j ,
Discrete Kolmogorov equation. With the notations introduced above, the following discrete Kolmogorov equation corresponding to (1.2):
arises in the optimality condition for (2.2) and (2.3).
Criteria of convergence. To study numerically the convergence of the ADMM, we take the approximate solution (φ k , q k , σ k ) obtained at the k-th iteration and compute the 2 norm (and the m-weighted 2 norm) of the residual w defined as:
i,j = 0, w n i,j = 0 otherwise. In our implementation, we do not compute the residuals of the discrete Kolmogorov equation, although this would also give a good criteria of convergence. Another criteria that we use is the error between Λ(φ k ) and q k :
Since Λ(φ k ) k and (q k ) k are converging to the same limit, this term tends to 0. Finally, we can also check
State constraints
The goal of this section is to extend the previous algorithm to mean field type control with state constraints, hence with different boundary conditions which are relevant to model walls or obstacles and more realistic from the point of view of applications. In general the problems will not be periodic any longer.
Remark 8. For brevity, we restrict ourselves to a one dimensional interval, but the same approach can be applied to two-dimensional domains. In section 4, we will show bidimensional numerical simulations.
Model and assumptions. We consider the interval Ω = (0, 1) ⊂ R. At a point x ∈ ∂Ω, we note by n(x) the outward normal vector (actually a scalar in dimension one). Let us take 0 ≤ α < 1 and 1 < β ≤ 2 with conjugate exponent β * = β/(β − 1). As in the previous sections, is a continuous cost function with the same assumptions as in § 1.1. We also fix u T ∈ C 2 (Ω) and m 0 ∈ C 1 (Ω) such that m 0 ≥ 0 and Ω m 0 (x)dx = 1. We also assume that ν = 0; in other words, we focus on deterministic mean field type control problem. We consider on Ω the same Lagrangian as in § 1.1 :
Hamiltonian takes a different form on the boundary than inside the domain:
Note that on the boundary, the infimum is taken over dynamics staying in Ω.
Numerical Scheme
Discretization. Let Ω h be a uniform grid on Ω = [0, 1] with mesh step h such that 1/h is an integer N h .
Let Ω h = Ω h \{0, 1}. Note by x i the point in Ω h of coordinate ih, i ∈ {0, . . . , N h }. Let T > 0, N T be a positive integer, ∆t = T /N T , and t n = n∆t, for n ∈ {0, . . . , N T }. Moreover, we note N = (N T + 1)(N h + 1) the total number of points in the space-time grid and M = (N T + 1)(N h − 1) the number of points inside the space domain, and N = N T (N h + 1). As above, the discrete data are noted m 0 and u N T . We define the discrete Hamiltonian:
for any x ∈ Ω h , m ≥ 0, p 1 ∈ R and p 2 ∈ R. On the boundary, we define :
Remark 9. In dimension two, if the domain is (0, 1) 2 for example, the Hamiltonian would take a special form on each segment of the boundary and at each corner.
Assumption As above, we introduce the discrete first order right sided finite difference operator: for any
be the collection of the two possible one sided finite differences at
and we let ∆ h be the discrete Laplacian:
, we note the discrete first order finite difference operator in time:
Discrete problem A h . We consider the discrete optimization problem:
where, as before, χ T (φ) = 0 if φ
for all i ∈ {0, . . . , N h }, and χ T (φ) = +∞ otherwise. We can formulate A h as a convex minimization problem:
(for more homogeneity in the notations, we have added a dummy 0 in (Λ h (φ))
), and F h : R N → R ∪ {+∞} and G h : R 3N → R ∪ {+∞} are the two proper functions defined by
, and K h,1 (a, p 2 ) = min m∈R+ m(a + H h,1 (m, p 2 )) . Note that K h , K h,0 and K h,1 are nonpositive and concave in (a, p 1 , p 2 ), (a, p 1 ) and (a, p 2 ). Hence G h is indeed convex.
Dual version of problem A h . From (3.2), by Fenchel-Rockafellar theorem (see e.g. [34] , Corollary 31.2.1), we deduce that the dual problem of A h is:
where 
So the dual of problem A h rewrites :
subject to (3.5).
Let us now compute an equivalent expression forL h . We note DL h the domain whereL h is finite, that is:
and similarly forL h,0 andL h,1 :
As in the periodic case (see (2.8)) ), Fenchel-Moreau Theorem yields
So we can also expressL h as follows:
At the boundaries:L
Augmented Lagrangian
Let us go back to the primal formulation of A h . We decouple F h and G h by introducing a different set of arguments for G h then add the constraint that the latter arguments coincide with Λ h (φ). The problem becomes:
and the augmented Lagrangian is defined for r > 0 as
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers for L r h
Since the ADMM is similar to the periodic setting, we only put the stress on the main differences. We note q = (a, b, c) ∈ R 3N and σ = (m, y, z) ∈ R 3N . Starting from an initial candidate solution (φ 0 , q 0 , σ 0 ), we find for k ≥ 0
Below, we give details on the algorithm.
Step
and, for any
If φ satisfies the first condition then the second condition can be written as follows:
After a discrete integration by parts, we deduce that φ must satisfy the following set of equations: for all n, inside the domain the equation is the same as the periodic case. Moreover, for n = 0: for i = 0
h ,
For n ∈ {1, . . . , N T − 2}: for i = 0
For n = N T − 1: for i = 0 r 2φ
and for i = N h r 2φ
Step 2 : update of q = (a, b, c) : This step is similar to the periodic case (see § 2.5): we obtain one optimization problem at each point of the domain (including he boundaries). The optimization problems on the boundaries differ slightly from the optimization problems inside the domain, but they are dealt with using the same techniques. Step 3 : update of σ = (m, y, z) : The last step is similar to the periodic case:
Numerical results
The methods discussed above have been implemented for both periodic and state constraint boundary conditions, and tested on several examples that will be reported below. In particular, we will discuss the convergence of the iterative method in § 4.2 and compare the results obtained for different sets of parameters in § 4.4.
Description of the test cases
In what follows, Ω = (0, 1) 2 and T = 1 except when explicitly mentioned. The Lagrangian will always be of the form (1.6).
Test case 1: evacuation of a square subdomain.
The first test case is similar to the one discussed in [12] , except that we deal with a mean field type control problem instead of a mean field game and that the model includes congestion. We take α = 0.5, β = 2, (x, m) = m, and we impose periodic boundary conditions. The agents are uniformly distributed in a square subdomain of side 1/2 at the center of the domain and the terminal cost is an incitation for the agents to leave the central subdomain. More precisely, the initial density and the terminal cost are given by m 0 = u T = 1 [1/4,3/4] × [1/4,3/4] . These data are displayed in Figure 1 .
Test case 2: from one corner to the opposite one.
Here, the initial density and the terminal cost are given by 8, 1] . The data are displayed in Figure 2 . The agents are initially uniformly distributed in a square subdomain located at the bottom-left corner of Ω. The terminal cost makes the agents move to the top-right corner. In this test case, we will compare the effects of the two boundary conditions discussed above, see Figure 6 . We will also present a case in which there is a square obstacle near the center of the domain, see Figure 7 .
Test case 3: small hump vs peaky hump.
In this test case, the mass is initially distributed in two disconnected regions. The initial density of agents is the sum of two nonnegative functions ψ 1 and ψ 2 with disjoint supports, both of total mass 1/2. The graph of ψ 1 is a sinusoidal hump (small amplitude and large support). The graph of ψ 2 is a very peaky exponential hump (alternatively, we could have taken an approximation of a Dirac mass, but the graphical representation would have been more difficult). The terminal cost is an incitation for the agents to move towards the center of the domain. More precisely, take 
and the terminal cost is given by u T (x) = − exp −20
. The data are displayed in Figure 3 . We expect that if α is not too small, then the whole population moves toward the center of the domain, but that the part of the population which is initially very dense takes more time to reach the center. Moreover, the shape of the peaky hump should be modified during its migration to the center. We will use this example in order to illustrate the impact of the parameter α and of the function on the dynamics of the population, see Figures 8 and 9. 4.2 Convergence of the ADMM Remark 10. As pointed out in [21] ( § 5.3 of Chapter 3), the convergence of ALG2 is sensitive to the augmentation parameter r. In Figure 5 we have plotted the convergence history of the HJB residual for two values of r. One can see that the convergence is faster with r = 0.1 than with r = 10 (at least in Test case 1). However, the choice r = 1 generally gives good results. We take the latter value in our numerical experiments. For Test case 1 described above, the convergence histories of ADMM are displayed in Figure 4 . We use the criteria described in § 2.6, plotted in log-log scale. The convergence curves are similar to those obtained in [12] . In Figures 4a and 4b 
State constraints
Test case 2: from a corner to the opposite one. In Figure 6 , we display the evolution of the distribution in Test case 2, with parameters α = 0.01, β = 2, and (x, m) = 0.001m. The left (resp. right) part of Figure 6 contains the results obtained for periodic boundary conditions (resp. state constraint boundary condition). In both cases, the population moves from bottom left corner to the top right corner as expected due to the final cost. With periodic conditions, the initial location of the population and the target are close to each other in the torus; By contrast, with state constraint boundary conditions, the population forms has to cross the unit square along its diagonal. Finally, we add a square obstacle at the center of the domain, i.e. the agents cannot penetrate the square [0.4, 0.6] × [0.4, 0.6]. The dynamics of the population is displayed on Figure 7 : we see that the population splits into two groups to circumvent the obstacle. Finally, at time t = T = 1 (last rows of Figure 6 and 7) , the mass is concentrated in the top right corner, but the distribution differ in the periodic and the state constrained cases. Indeed, in the periodic case, the agents can travel in any direction and since they stop as soon as they have reached the square [0.8, 1] × [0.8, 1], the density is higher near the corner of coordinates (1, 1) . In the state constrained case, the agents must travel from one corner to the opposite one, and the density is higher near the point (0.8, 0.8)
Influence of the parameters
Impact of α. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the distribution in Test case 3 with state constraints, β = 2, (m) = 0.01m and for the exponents α = 0.3 and α = 0.7. For α = 0.3, the distribution moves faster to the border of the target. Moreover the peak vanishes quickly in this case, in comparison with the case α = 0.7. This can be explained by the fact that a smaller value of α makes motion less expensive in congested zones.
Impact of . We first investigate the influence of in Test case 3 with state constraints, see Figure 9 . We compare the evolution of the distribution with (x, m) = λm for λ = 0.01 and λ = 0.05. The larger λ is, the less tolerant the agent are to high densities. We see that the distribution evolves to humps localized near the center of the domain, but that the hump is more peaky when (x, m) = 0.01m. Note also that especially when = 0.01m and due to congestion effects, the part of the population initially very concentrated near x = (0.2, 0.8) takes more time to reach the center of the domain (and that the shape of the hump varies in time due to congestion effects). Note also that there are regions where the density remains 0. These empty regions are well dealt with by the present numerical method. The influence of can also be seen in Test case 2 with an obstacle, see Figure 10 . In this case, similar observations can be made. 
